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Harrison.Source: iStock/GiovanniTex The man presumed to be the
anonymous Bitcoin developer known as “Bitcoin Core” has confirmed
that he is, in fact, indeed Gavin Andresen. As such, the Bitcoin Core
Developer "Bitcoin Core" has confirmed that he is, in fact, indeed

Gavin Andresen.The man who goes by the handle of “Bitcoin Core” on
bitcointalk.org has now signed his real name and has left his previous
alias of "Gregory Maxwell". He has also removed his LinkedIn profile

which linked him to Greg Maxwell who is in charge of development of
the Bitcoin Core client for almost a decade and the new developer has

filled up his personal portfolio with his development skills:Micro-
payments were one of the main "killer apps" that Bitcoin was

designed for. So if it is indeed the Satoshi Nakamoto himself who
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used by other project such as Bitcoin XT, Bitcoin Classic and so on.
According to the BitcoinXT.org website, it had been upgraded several

times since it was released on December 18, 2012
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